The bene ts of providing access control with groups of users as the unit of granularity are well known. These bene ts are enhanced if the groups are organized in a hierarchy partial order by the subgroup relation , where g h signi es that every member of group g is thereby also a member of group h. It is often useful to distinguish the case when g is an immediate subgroup of h, that is when g h and there is no group k such that g k h. The class of partial orders called ntrees was recently de ned by using rooted trees and inverted rooted trees as basic partial orders and combining these recursively by re nement 12 . It has been shown that ntrees arise naturally in many practical situations and they have a simple representation. Any n tree hierarchy can be expressed as the intersection of two linear orderings. So it is possible to assign a pair of integers l x and r x t o e a c h group x such that g h if and only if l g l h and r g r h . In this paper we show h o w t o extend this representation of ntrees by assigning four additional integers to each group so that it is also easily determined whether or not g is an immediate subgroup of h.
INTRODUCTION
The ability to share les and other resources among the users of a system has obvious bene ts. It is convenient for both the users and system administrators to have a facility to specify access based on groups of users as a unit. Since membership in a group is presumably determined by the need to share resources and information, the group provides a suitable unit for an individual user's access decisions. A user can make a le available to an entire group without having to explicitly provide access to every member. Similarly, a user can revoke a le's availability from an entire group without explicitly revoking each member's access to the le. Also new users can be made members of appropriate groups, thereby obtaining access to a numberof les and resources. Some systems such as the popular Unix 10 allow for access control only in terms of groups. Even the more sophisticated systems such as Multics 11 which have provision for specifying access at the level of individual users, recognize the advantages of protection groups and provide facilities for specifying access in terms of groups.
In practice, it is often desirable that groups bear some relationship to each other. For instance, consider a project divided into several independent tasks assigned to di erent teams. We can de ne a group for each task team so its members have common access to resources relevant to the task. Since some resources may pertain to the entire project we can de ne a project group such that members of the individual task groups are thereby also members of the project group. The project wide resources are then made explicitly available to the project group alone. This is certainly more convenient than having to explicitly make such resources available to every task group, even if it were possible to do so. It is also more convenient than explicitly making every member of a task group a member of the project group. By allowing membership in a group to automatically imply membership in some other groups we can reduce the number of explicit access decisions that need to be made by the users, as well as reduce the numberof groups to which a user must explicitly belong.
Let G be a set of groups and let g h signify that group g is a subgroup of group h, in the sense that every memberofg is thereby also a memberofh. If g is a proper subgroup of h we write g h, that is g h and g 6 = h. We say a user is a direct memberof g if the user is explicitly designated as a memberof g and thereby is an indirect member of every h such that g h. The intention is that a user will be a direct memberof a small numberof unrelated groups, perhaps just one, but will thereby obtain indirect membership in a larger numberof groups.
We require that the subgroup relation is a partial ordering of G, that is is a re exive, transitive and asymmetric binary relation on G. The re exive property is obviously required since every memberofg is already a memberofg. Transitivity i s certainly an intuitive and reasonable assumption and perhaps even inevitable. After all, if g h and h k then every direct member of g is an indirect member of h and so should also be an indirect memberofk. The asymmetric requirement merely eliminates redundancy by excluding groups which would otherwise beequivalent.
Our objective is that once the access control mechanism knows that a user is a direct member of group g, it should be easily determined whether the user is therefore an indirect member of some other group h. To d o s o w e m ust represent the subgroup partial order so it is easy to determine whether one group is a subgroup of another. A class of partial orders called ntrees has been recently proposed by this author 12 and it has been shown that ntrees have a representation which meets this objective. The practical application of ntrees has also been demonstrated by examples which show that these hierarchies arise naturally in many situations 12 .
In this paper we show that the representation for ntrees can be extended to make some important ner distinctions regarding the relationship between two groups. We say that g is an immediate subgroup of h if g h and there is no group k such that g k h. In such cases we call g an immediate predecessor of h and h an immediate successor of g. We propose a technique for representing ntrees which allows this distinction to be easily made.
Distinguishing immediacy is useful because in many practical situations there is considerably stronger a nity between a group and its immediate successors or predecessors as compared to the non-immediate ones. For instance, consider a corporate hierarchy with various divisions, departments and projects at successive levels of the hierarchy. It is clearly of practical value to identify a particular division and its immediate successors, viz., the department groups within that division, as a unit for access control purposes while excluding the project groups, which are non-immediate successors of the division group. This enables the management of the division and its departments to share information which is kept con dential from their project sta . In a complementary manner a group and its immediate predecessors can beusefully treated as a unit for access control. In practical situations the immediate predecessors of a group often have direct responsibility for supervising that group's activities. Because of this close working relationship it is therefore appropriate to have a means by which one can share information with one's immediate predecessors while excluding non-immediate ones. So members of a project which reports to multiple departments should be able to share les with these department groups, which are immediate predecessors, while excluding the non-immediate division groups. We will shortly consider more concrete examples of access-control policies based on immediacy.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we review the concept of ntrees 12 . An ntree is de ned recursively by using a forest of rooted trees or inverted rooted trees as basic partial orders and combining these by an operation called re nement. We discuss examples to show the practical importance of ntrees for protection groups. In section 3 we further pursue the reasoning outlined above to establish that recognizing immediacy in a hierarchy is a useful feature for access-control policies. Section 4 goes on to review the property that an ntree can be represented as the intersection of two linear orderings 12 . So it is possible to assign a pair of integers l x and r x to each group x such that g h if and only if l g l h and r g r h . The main result of this paper, presented in section 5, is to extend the representation of ntrees by assigning four additional integers to each group so that it is also easily determined whether or not g is an immediate subgroup of h. Section 6 concludes the paper.
NTREE PARTIAL ORDERS
Partial orderings are conventionally depicted by Hasse diagrams as shown in gure 1 for instance. The partial order represented by a Hasse diagram is obtained by directing the edges downwards, for example from a to b in gure 1a indicating a b, and taking the re exive transitive closure of the resulting directed graph.
The simplest and most familiar partial orders are the rooted tree and its dual, the inverted rooted tree. These represent important relationships between groups which have practical application. Consider a project divided into three independent tasks with each task assigned to a team. We can de ne groups t 1 , t 2 and t 3 for the tasks and a group s for the project supervisors related as in gure 2a so the supervisors are members of each task team but not vice versa. This tree allows the information and resources such a s w orking documents for each task group to be kept separate and inaccessible from other task groups while a supervisor can access all of these. Alternately we can de ne a single group p related to the task groups as shown in gure 2b. With this inverted tree the task teams can share information and resources of common interest, such as the nal design produced by a task team, while keeping working documents within each task group. Finally, the tree and inverted tree are not only useful by themselves but can occur together as in gure 2c.
The partial order of gure 2c is an example of the class of partial orders called ntrees. The ntree embodies three important aspects of a protection policy.
1. Separation: The three task groups t 1 , t 2 and t 3 are pairwise incomparable with respect to the subgroup ordering. 2. Sharing: The three separate task groups are all subgroups of a common group p which allows sharing of information and resources. 3. Oversight: The three separate task groups all have s as a common subgroup to facilitate oversight and coordination.
Independent groups which are pairwise incomparable provide support only for separation. A tree can support separation and oversight while an inverted tree supports separation and sharing. The ntree partial order supports all three aspects. NTrees are constructed by using rooted trees and inverted rooted trees as basic partial orders and combining these recursively by the operation of re nement de ned as follows. Let P and Q be partial orders on disjoint sets G and H respectively.
Consider some u 2 G. The re nement o f u in P into Q is the partial order P 0 on the set G , f ug H formed by the union of the following sets of ordered pairs.
1. fx; x 0 j x; x 0 2 P for all x; x 0 2 G , f ugg 2. fx; y j x; u 2 P for all x 2 G , f ug; y 2 Hg 3. fy;x j u; x 2 P for all x 2 G , f ug; y 2 Hg 4. fy;y 0 j y;y 0 2 Q for all y;y 0 2 Hg Figure 3c shows the result of re ning b in the partial order of gure 3a into the partial order of gure 3b. Informally, the re nement o f u in P into Q is the partial order whose Hasse diagram is obtained by substituting Q's Hasse diagram in place of u in P's Hasse diagram. We think of re nement as exploding an existing group into a partially ordered set of new groups while maintaining the same relationship between the new groups and other previously existing groups which the exploded group had. Re nement is a natural method for incrementally developing more detail in a top-down manner.
The re nement operation is used to de ne the class of partial orders called ntrees as follows.
A partial order whose Hasse diagram is a forest of mutually disjoint rooted trees
and inverted rooted trees is an ntree. 2. A partial order obtained by re ning a node in an ntree into another ntree is an ntree. 3. Nothing else is an ntree.
The n i n t h e name ntree is intended as a mnemonic both for inverted and for nested in the sense of re nement. Figure 4 shows one method of constructing the ntree of gure 2c by re nement. We begin with two groups, s for supervisors and w for workers as in gure 4a. Then w is re ned into the three task groups and project group of gure 4b to obtain the ntree of gure 4c.
NTrees constitute a rich class of subgroup relations of practical importance. The advantage of adopting the tree and inverted tree as the basis for generating complex partial orders is that incremental policy decisions are easy to understand. Repeated application of the re nement operation provides a natural method for constructing a complex ntree in a top-down manner. For instance if it turns out that task t 3 of gure 4c is complex enough to justify treating it as a subproject the group t 3 can be re ned into the ntree of gure 5a with two distinct task groups t 4 and t 5 and supervisory and project groups s 3 and p 3 . At the same time the supervisory group s of gure 4c may be re ned into the tree of gure 5b with separate supervisory groups s s and s h for software and hardware respectively and an overall supervisory group s a at the root. The ntree obtained after these two re nements is shown in gure 5c. It is evident that it would be quite di cult to arrive at this result directly while the sequence of re nements indicated in gures 4 and 5 do so by straightforward incremental steps.
As a nal note we wish to point out that there are partial orders of practical importance which are not ntrees. Most notably the partial order obtained by ordering the subsets of a set S by set inclusion fails to be an ntree for j S j 2. Other examples are discussed in 12 . We will see in section 5 that the partial order of gure 1b fails to be an ntree.
IMMEDIACY AND ACCESS CONTROL
In section 1 we outlined the basic reason why immediacy in a hierarchy is an important issue for access control policies. That is, there is considerably stronger a nity between a group and its immediate successors or predecessors as compared to the non-immediate ones. To make this point more concrete let us consider some policies based on immediacy in context of the ntree of gure 5c. For simplicity assume each user is a direct memberofexactly one group. Of course, he thereby obtains indirect membership in all groups which are successors of his direct group. Now the supervisory groups at the top of the ntree are s a , s s and s h . It is very reasonable that the direct members of these three groups would like to share les while excluding the rest of the hierarchy. The most natural way to do so is to associate access control information with such les, perhaps in an access control list, saying that the le is accessible by the direct members of s a and its immediate successors. One might be able to achieve the same result by explicitly enumerating all three groups, s a , s s and s h , in the access control list with the stipulation that only the direct members of these three groups have access to the le. This latter approach has several disadvantages as compared to the former. Principally if the hierarchy is later changed to include a third child of s a as another supervisory group, by say re ning s s into two incomparable groups, we would need to update the access control list on all such les to re ect this change. In the former approach additional children of s a would be automatically included in the access set without any modi cation of the access control lists. The latter approach moreover obscures the intent of the access control decision. The same observations apply to s s and its immediate successors, t 1 , t 2 and s 3 , and so on.
In a dual manner, looking upwards in the hierarchy, there is practical value in the ability to share les with the immediate predecessors of a group. For example the direct members of task t 1 presumably report to the direct members of s s and s h , and should therefore beable to share les among these three groups while excluding everyone else. Similarly direct members of t 4 should beable to share les with their supervisors, i.e., the direct members of s 3 , con dentially from all other groups.
We n o w consider a more subtle issue, concerning limits 1 on the discretionary ability of a user to make access control decisions regarding his own les. The intuitive policy we wish to implement is that information should be passed upwards" in the hierarchy i n a v ery controlled manner. Note that the groups at the top of the hierarchy are the most powerful regarding the ability of their members to access les. So the direct members of s a potentially have access to a large amount of information. The critical ability is that they can see this information whenever they deem it necessary to do so for performing their jobs. There is an intuitive notion that information restricted to the higher levels of the hierarchy is of greater value to direct members of the top few groups. It is after all this information which is excluded from the rest of the hierarchy and therefore is the critical resource for the supervisory groups. In order to control the quantity and quality of such information it is reasonable to control the manner in which users can generate it. Thus it makes little sense to allow the direct members of p the ability to mark their les as being accessible by members of s a alone. For this reason we suggest the policy that a user can mark his les as being accessible only by groups which are dominated by his own direct group. This is a reasonable policy except that it totally cuts o communication strictly upwards in the hierarchy. So we modify it to allow direct members of a group to mark their les as being accessible by the immediate predecessors of that group. For example, direct members of t 1 can make their les accessible to any o f s s , s h , t 1 or p. This policy limits the manner in which direct members of t 1 can share their les with other users, but the limits are very useful and impose a discipline adhering to the natural structure of the hierarchy. Thus members of two task teams cannot share les without making it available to all task teams of that project. At the same time the members of a task team cannot bypass the hierarchy in making their les available to non-immediate predecessors while withholding them from immediate ones. Thus direct members of t 4 can make their les available to direct members of s a , s s or s h only by making them accessible by direct members of s 3 . So the immediate predecessors of a group cannot bebypassed in making les available strictly upward in the hierarchy.
These examples demonstrate that immediacy is a natural concept in a hierarchy which has useful practical applications for access control policies. This is particularly so in an ntree, which is after all constructed by combining trees and inverted trees. In a tree each node, other then the root, has an unique immediate predecessor. Similarly in an inverted tree each node, other than the root, has an unique immediate successor. An ntree allows multiple immediate predecessors and successors, but these are the net result of incremental decisions where at each step we h a ve uniqueness. Therefore there is strong reason for immediacy to be signi cant i n a n ntree.
THE DIMENSION OF AN NTREE
In this section we review the basic result of 12 that any n tree can be represented as the intersection of two linear orderings. That is u v in the ntree if and only if u precedes v in both linear orderings. An ntree can therefore be represented by assigning a pair of integers l x and r x to each node x whose values are the position of x in the two linear orderings respectively. To determine whether node u is a predecessor of node v we need only check whether l u l v and r u r v . We refer to these numbers individually as the l values and r values and jointly as the lr values.
By the familiar procedure of topological sorting we know that every partial order P on a set of elements G can be extended to a linear ordering of G. In general there will be more than one linear extension of P. Let Every rooted tree has a size two realizer obtained by a left-to-right preorder traversal and a right-to-left preorder traversal. For the rooted tree of gure 1d these traversals are respectively abefgcdhi and adihcbgfe. This tree can be represented by assigning lr values as shown in gure 6a. From these lr values it is then easy to check, for instance, that a and b are predecessors of e while c and e are incomparable. A size two realizer for an inverted rooted tree can becomputed by reversing the linear orderings which comprise a size two realizer for the corresponding rooted tree. For the inverted tree of gure 1e these traversals are respectively ihdcgfeba and efgbchida leading to the lr values of gure 6b. A proof of these observations is quite straightforward 12 .
Theorem 1 A partial order whose Hasse diagram is a rooted tree or an inverted rooted tree has a realizer of size two.
Proof: It su ces to consider the case of a rooted tree. We claim that the linear orderings obtained by the left-to-right preorder and right-to-left preorder traversals of the tree constitute a realizer for the tree. If u v, that is u is the root of a subtree which includes v, it is obvious that u will precede v in both preorder traversals. On the other hand if u and v are incomparable in the tree there must besome w such that w u and w v, that is w is the root of a subtree which includes u and v.
Without loss of generality let the path in the tree from w to u beto the left of the path from w to v. But then u will precede v in the left-to-right preorder traversal and will follow v in the right-to-left preorder traversal. 2
The extension of this property t o n trees is easily shown due to the following result, rst proved by Hirugachi 5, 6 , that re nement does not increase dimension.
Theorem 2 Let P and Q be partial orders on disjoint sets G and H respectively. Let u 2 G. If P 0 is the partial order obtained by the re nement of u in P into Q then the dimension of P equals the bigger of dimension P or dimension Q.
In follows that if P and Q have dimension less than or equal to two then so does P 0 . On the basis of theorems 1 and 2 w e have the following result for ntrees 12 .
Theorem 3 Every ntree has a realizer of size two. Proof: Because of Hirugachi's theorem we need only show that a partial order whose
Hasse diagram consists of a forest of mutually disjoint rooted trees and inverted rooted trees has a realizer of size two. An empty partial order, where all distinct elements are pairwise incomparable, has a size two realizer obtained by any linear ordering of the elements and its reverse. A forest of rooted trees and inverted trees can beobtained by re ning the elements of an empty partial order one at a time into a rooted tree or inverted rooted tree as appropriate. 2 We conclude this section by noting that there is an e cient algorithm for computing a size two realizer for any t wo dimension partial order and therefore for ntrees in particular 12 . The algorithm is based on the following characterization of two dimension partial orders due to Dushnik and Miller 3 . The incomparability graph of a partial order is the undirected graph whose vertices are the vertices of the partial orders with an edge between u and v if u and v are incomparable. An undirected graph is transitively orientable if and only if we can assign a direction to each edge so the resulting directed graph has no cycles. Dushnik and Miller proved that the dimension of a partial order is less than or equal to two if and only if its incomparability graph is transitively orientable. An algorithm for recognizing transitively orientable graphs and assigning an orientation was presented by Pnueli, Lempel and Even 9 . Golumbic 5 shows this algorithm has low degree polynomial complexity. A transitive orientation of the incomparability graph and it reverse orientation, along with the partial order itself give us the two linear orderings which constitute a size two realizer. This last step amounts to topological sorting of an acyclic directed graph, for which e cient algorithms are well known. Since the incomparability graph can be easily constructed in polynomial time, this entire procedure has low degree polynomial complexity.
IMMEDIACY IN AN NTREE
In the previous section we showed that a pair of integers l x and r x can be assigned to each node x in an ntree, such that u v if and only if l u l v and r u r v . We n o w extend this representation of an ntree so that it is easily determined whether or not u is an immediate predecessor of v, that is whether or not there exists a n o d e k with u k v. For this purpose, we propose to assign four additional integers to each node x as follows. The condition for u to be a predecessor of v can then be written as lr u l r v . We similarly de ne lr , x and lr + x to be the pairs l , x ; r , x and l + x ; r + x respectively. The condition for u to bean immediate predecessor of v is then stated as follows.
lr , v lr u lr v lr + u 1 If u is an immediate predecessor of v this condition follows trivially from the de nitions so it certainly is a necessary condition. The proof that it is su cient is the di cult part. Before proving that our claim is true let us see if we really need both lr , and lr + in condition 1. For the values shown in gure 7 it can be seen by inspection that either of the conditions lr , v lr u l r v o r lr u l r v lr + u correctly identify that u is an immediate predecessor of v. So in this case one of lr , or lr + is redundant. In general however we do need both lr , and lr + . Consider the tree in gure 8 with lr, lr , and lr + values as shown. In this case the condition lr , v lr u lr v correctly identi es immediate predecessors but the condition lr u lr v lr + u incorrectly identi es a as an immediate predecessor of f. If we invert this tree the former condition will be incorrect while the latter will be correct.
In general there will be several distinct size two realizers for an ntree leading to di erent assignments of lr values. The lr values, and hence the lr , and lr + values, can be based on any one of these realizers. Our claim is that condition 1 correctly determines the immediate predecessors for a lr assignment based on any size two realizer of the ntree. For the tree of gure 8 we can show that the condition lr u lr v lr + u is incorrect for any lr assignment. Based on a method by Golumbic 5 for counting all transitive orientations of an undirected graph we can show there are only six distinct realizers for this tree, each one leading to a distinct lr assignment. These correspond to the six di erent ways that the three branches of this tree can bearranged left-to-right and computing the realizer as the left-to-right preorder and right-to-left preorder traversals. In all six cases the middle leaf will be incorrectly identi ed as immediate successors of the root, if we rely on lr + alone.
We point out that condition 1 does not work correctly for arbitrary two dimension partial orders. For the two dimension partial order of gure 9, condition 1 incorrectly identi es u as an immediate predecessor of v. For this case we can show b y Golumbic's method for counting transitive orientations that there are only two possible lr assignments, the one shown in the gure and the other one obtained by interchanging the l and r values for each node. So condition 1 fails for every lr assignment for this partial order.
In the rest of this section we prove that condition 1 is su cient for immediacy in ntrees. The proof is by contradiction, so we assume that condition 1 is true but u is not an immediate predecessor of v. We show this assumption implies there must be a set of nodes related as in gure 9. Finally we show that such a con guration cannot occur in an ntree. Proof: To establish that v 1 and u 1 are incomparable rst note that l v 1 l x l u 1 due to l v 1 = l , v l u l x l v l + u = l u 1 . Now from 5 we know x is incomparable with v 1 and u 1 . So it must be that r u 1 r x r v 1 . But then l v 1 l u 1 while r u 1 r v 1 . By a similar argument we can show that v 2 is incomparable with u 2 .
We now argue that the relationships between the nodes u, v, x, u 1 , u 2 , v 1 and v 2 established above cannot occur in an ntree. Let P be a partial order on the set G and let G 0 beany subset of G. The partial order P 0 obtained by inducing P o n G 0 is de ned as P 0 = fu; v j u; v 2 P^u; v 2 G 0 g A signi cant property o f n trees is that if P is an ntree then any induced partial order P 0 must also bean ntree 12, theorem 5 . The seven facts established above assert that the partial order obtained by inducing the given partial order on nodes u, v, x, u 1 , u 2 , v 1 and v 2 is exactly as shown in gure 9. So if we induce the partial order on the nodes v 1 , v 2 , u and v, we obtain the Hasse diagram N of gure 10.
To complete the proof by contradiction we show that N is not an ntree, so the original partial order cannot bean ntree contrary to the theorem's statement. Now N is clearly not a tree or inverted tree. So if N is an ntree it must be constructed by a non-trivial re nement o f a n o d e i n a n n tree P into an ntree Q, where by non-trivial we mean that both P and Q have at least 2 nodes. Let G be the set of nodes in Q and H the set of nodes in P excluding the exploded node, i.e., G and H are a partition of fv 1 ; v 2 ; u ; v g. For a non-trivial re nement j G j 2 and j H j 1. Combined with the fact that j G j + j H j= 4 it is evident that j H j is 1 or 2. By the de nition of re nement all nodes in H have the same relation to all nodes in G. Now H cannot consist of a single node since there is no node in N which has the same relationship to the remaining three nodes. Similarly H cannot be of size two since there is no pair of nodes in N which has the same relationship to the remaining two nodes. So it is not possible to construct N by a non-trivial re nement. Therefore N cannot bean ntree. 2 
CONCLUDING REMARKS
To summarize, the concept of ntrees was recently introduced by this author 12 and it was shown that ntrees are a natural hierarchy for the subgroup relation between protection groups. The ntree is a useful and substantial generalization of the rooted tree and inverted rooted tree partial orders. We h a ve shown how t o d e v elop complex ntrees incrementally in a top-down manner by successive re nement. NTrees have a n e cient representation in terms of lr values assigned to each group, on basis of which it is easily determined whether or not one group is a subgroup of another. Each l value or r value requires dlogme bits where m is the numberof groups and we can represent the ntree using 2 d logme bits per group.
The main contribution of this paper is to extend this representation of ntrees by assigning four additional values to each group so it can beeasily determined when a group g is an immediate subgroup of group h, that is whether or not there exists a group k such that g k h. This requires 6 d logme bits per group. If m = 1000, that is there are hundreds of groups, it will take less than 8 bytes per group to represent the ntree in this manner.
In 12 it is shown how to assign lr values to the groups in an ntree so that after re nement of a group we need only assign lr values to the new groups introduced by re nement while the lr values assigned to non-exploded groups do not change. This technique is based on the the idea of assigning a quota to each group which determines the maximum numberof new groups that this group can bere ned into, be it in a single step or by a sequence of re nements. This technique allows us to continue re ning the ntree with minimal disruption while the system is in operation. It would beinteresting to see whether quota based technique can beintegrated with the lr , and lr + values we have now de ned for recognizing immediacy.
Although ntrees cover a wide range of practical situations, as we have mentioned earlier, there are partial orders of practical importance which h a ve dimension greater than two and hence cannot be ntrees. Most notably let S be a nonempty set and let 2 S bethepower set of S, i.e., the set of all subsets of S, partially ordered by set inclusion. This class of partial orders arises naturally in the context of protection groups. For example S can be the set of attributes whose subsets determine the compartments in military security policies 1, 2, 8 . Komm 7 proved that the dimension of the subset partial ordering on 2 S is j S j. Since this partial order can be represented using j S j bits for each subset of S, the dimension approach is clearly not useful for this case. In our opinion this is the most important case excluded by ntrees. Clearly restricting the dimension of partial orders to an upper bound of some small integer bigger than two does little to cover this case. We have moreover shown that our technique for recognizing immediacy is speci c to ntrees and does not apply to arbitrary two dimension partial orders. So it appears that ntrees are the only useful application of dimension theory to the representation of the subgroup relation, particularly with the requirement o f recognizing immediacy. 
